
Durango Public Library Internal Incentive Tasks 

 

1. Take your least favorite music genre and find a song you love.  
2. ILL a favorite childhood movie 
3. Read an award-winner 
4. Workout to an audio book for a week 
5. Read a non-fic book about monsters: draw a monster 
6. Take a pic of something outside that reminds you of a book 
7. Read an overdrive book on your phone 
8. Listen and review a podcast 
9. Read a scary {short} story when you're alone. 
10. Write / illustrate a 3-5 page children's book 
11. Read a book written by someone under 30 
12. Read a book written by a female author 
13. Read a nonfiction book 
14. Ask a coworker to recommend a CD 
15. Pick a CD at random  
16. Fill out our new Personalized Reading List to get recommendations from the RA team.  
17. Read a graphic novel 
18. Watch a movie of a book you’ve read or read the book that inspired a movie you’ve 

watched 
19. Look up your top three books/authors on Novelist and write down the appeal terms that 

resonate with you. 
20. Sign Up for The Way to GO! Club and/or City Wellness Tracking program 
21. Read a Romance novel 
22. Fill out a Novelist bookmark and place it inside a book you recommend. 
23. Read a Western novel 
24. Read a book by Jennifer Weiner 
25. Go to the Literary Festival 
26. Read a Sci/Fi or Fantasy Novel 
27. Stand up in a Training meeting and recommend one-three materials 
28. Attend a City-sponsored lunch and learn 
29. Write a Review for the Hub 
30. Read a Memoir or Biography 
31. Find an interesting article in one of our databases, and share parts of it at a Thursday 

Training 
32. Attend a Library event as a library patron. 
33. Check out a loaded Nook 
34. Read the newspaper on a library tablet. 

 

 


